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From his first appearance at Patriarchs' Ponds to his final moonlit stroll along the side
streets off the Arbat, Ivan Nikolaevich Ponyrev, alias "John the Homeless," remains one
of Bulgakov's most controversial characters. He has been identified variously as the
"Ivanushka Durachok" of Russian fairy tales,1 a type of iurodivyi or "holy fool,"2 a parody
of Dostoevsky's Ivan Karamazov,3 and an ironic allusion to the proletarian poet
Bezymenskii.4 His moral integrity and his relationship to the Master have been subject to
radically different interpretations, with such critics as Proffer, Milne, and Avins on the
negative end of the scale, and Bolen, Wright, and Hart on the positive end. Proffer, for
example, sees Ivan as a largely negative figure, a failed disciple of a failed Master:
Ivan, instead of continuing the work the Master left, i.e., the novel about Pilate, becomes
a professor at the Institute which did indeed interest the Master. However, Bezdomnyi
has renounced his belief in the Master and the events connected to him.5
In assessing Ivan's role as the transmitter of the Master's message, Avins takes a
similarly dim view of his achievement. "Unable to meet the demands of discipleship," she
observes, "he fails not only to carry on the work of the Master, but even fully to grasp
the lessons of his life and word, and to transmit them to others."6 Hart, by contrast, sees
Ivan as a man "whose basic integrity remains uncorrupted," and who, at the novel's end,
possesses the experience and the confidence to fulfill the task entrusted him by the
Master.7 Bolen also sees Ivan as a success: "The novel contains enough support for the
assumption that Bezdomnyi will be successful in the search for the truth begun by the
Master."8
The divergence of interpretation indicates that there is no consensus on the figure of
Ivan, although his significance for the structure of the novel is indisputable. As Wright
points out, he is the character that opens and closes the novel, the source of at least one
of the Pilate chapters, and the only truly sympathetic character consistently tied to the
Moscow level of the novel.9 In addition to casting the figure of Ivan in a positive light, I
would like to suggest that his structural significance is inseparable from his thematic
significance. He functions both as one of the novel's chief icons and as the bearer of one
of the novel's central thematic concerns, the elaboration of Bulgakov's vision of history.
The identification of the novel's three main characters as parodistic or iconographic
representations of New Testament figures is by now a critical commonplace. The Master
represents a modern Christ figure or, at the very least, is a pale reflection of the Ieshua
of the Pilate chapters, but his significance is problematical.10 Margarita's function as an
icon, however, is fairly obvious. She is the Virgin of the apocryphal tale "The Virgin's
Descent into Hell," with Korov'ev playing the role of the archangel Michael.11 She is the
Church,12 the Mother of God, the Mother of Sorrows, the Mother of Tenderness.13 In
Ivan's final apocalyptic vision she resembles the woman clothed in the sun, with the
moon at her feet.14
Ivan, as his very name suggests, is also a major source of the novel's iconography. His
appearance at the Griboedov Restaurant is a masterful parody of John the Baptist.15
"Homeless" appears clothed in rags after his "baptism" in the Moscow River to warn his
colleagues that Satan is among them. The crowd's reaction: "It's a clear-cut case.
Delirium tremens." (Gotovo delo. Belaia goriachka.) parodies the angel's prophecy that
John the Baptist "shall be great in the sight of the Lord and shall drink no wine nor strong
drink" (Luke 1:15). His incarceration in the insane asylum recalls a similar verdict passed
on John the Baptist (Luke 7:33): "For John the Baptist came neither eating bread nor
drinking wine and ye say "He hath a demon."" (Possession by a demon was the Biblical
equivalent of insanity.) In a truly surrealistic piece of irony, it is Ivan who sees the naked
Salome (the woman in the bathtub in building 13, apartment 47).
As Ivan grows in consciousness, he renounces his former life as a poet three times: once
when Dr. Stravinskii recognizes him as a famous poet, again when the Master asks him

what he does for a living, and again when the state investigator expresses the hope that
he will soon write poetry again--an implicit parody of Peter's denial of Christ.16 Towards
the end of the novel, Ivan is transformed into one of the novel's most beautiful iconic
images. Margarita kisses him farewell, and for a moment their cheeks touch, she bent
over him, his arms around her neck--a representation of the Bogomater' umileniia, the
Mother of Tenderness. Ivan's relationship to the Master and to Margarita in this scene is
also reminiscent of John, the disciple beloved of God, in John 19:26: "Mother, behold thy
son. Behold, thy Mother." As many have observed, Ivan's function on the Moscow plane
as the Master's disciple and the scribe who records the Master's story parallels that of
Matthew Levi in the Pilate chapters.17 Thus, Ivan's iconographic function transcends
identification with any one figure to become a composite image of "discipleship": John
"the Forerunner" (as John the Baptist is called in Russian), Matthew the Evangelist,
Simon Peter, and John, the disciple beloved of God. His "discipleship" also provides
another layer of parody in the novel.
Leslie Milne has described in some detail how the opening debate between Berlioz and
Woland in The Master and Margarita follows the classical Marxist-Leninist version of
the Hegelian "negation of the negation," making the first two chapters of the novel a
"diabolically elegant mockery" in which dialectical materialism is stood on its head.18
More recently, Bethea has demonstrated that Bely's Peterburg, Platonov's Chevengur,
and Bulgakov's The Master and Margarita constitute a "resilient set of counter-models
to the Socialist Realist classic."19 Avins goes even further in linking the opening
relationship between Ivan and Berlioz to the master plot of the typical Socialist Realist
novel.20 There may be substantial basis, then, for reading The Master and Margarita
as a parody of the Socialist Realist novel, with Ivan its "antihero."
The classical Socialist Realist novel, as Katerina Clark defines it, involves a young man's
quest for consciousness. It is a kind of politically oriented Bildungsroman in which the
young hero sets out to fulfill a nearly impossible task. En route he overcomes various
societal and natural obstacles and masters his own impulses, thereby rising to a new
level of consciousness. The outcome is the resolution of the "spontaneity/consciousness
dialectic" within himself and the forging of a new, collective identity.21
This archetypal quest for consciousness is so highly ritualized that Clark likens it to the
rite of passage common in some form to all cultures. She then breaks down the rite of
passage into three distinct phases: separation, transition, and incorporation.
Separation involves taking the subject away from the previous environment he knew and
possibly attempting to expunge all memory of it. The transition phase is often marked by
"instruction" in tribal law and gradual recitation of myths, etc., [while the] final act
[incorporation] is a religious ceremony.22
In his quest for consciousness, the hero is assisted by "an older and more "conscious"
figure who has made just such a successful quest before him."23 In The Master and
Margarita the obvious candidates for the roles of novice and mentor are Ivan and
Master. It is significant that the figure of the Master was introduced midway in the
writing of the novel, in 1932, the year the term Socialist Realism made its official
appearance, and not long before Stalinist rhetoric reached its apogee.
Comparing The Master and Margarita closely with the standard formula for the Soviet
production novel, we see that the stages in Ivan's journey towards consciousness
resemble those of the positive hero. The first stage, the prologue, is identical to the
archetypal stage of separation. As Clark explains,
Most Soviet novels open as the hero leaves his "habitual environment" and goes to
another place. This new environment then functions as a testing ground of his manhood
and the place of instruction in tribal law, myths, etc.24

In Ivan's case, the appearance of Woland estranges him from his "habitual environment."
For the first time his poetry and fame cause him embarrassment, not pleasure, and he,
too, goes to a new environment--the insane asylum. In the archetypal Socialist Realist
novel the hero, upon his arrival in the new place, sees that all is not well and devises a
scheme for righting the wrong, which is dismissed as utopian. He then proceeds to
inspire the masses at a meeting during which "his powers as an orator are displayed."25
Ivan delivers two such speeches. With his newly awakened consciousness he perceives
that all is not well in his own microcosm, the world of state-certified literature, and
attempts to right the wrong. He delivers his first "oration" at the Griboedov Restaurant,
where he is dismissed as drunk with grief, or more simply, drunk: "Brothers in literature!
Listen to me, all of you! He has appeared! Seize him immediately, otherwise he will
create indescribable trouble."26 His second speech, at the psychiatric clinic, is in a much
lower key: "Very well then you'll pay for this yourselves I warned you, but as you will
At the moment I'm more interested in Pontius Pilate."27 True to the archetypal pattern,
Ivan's memory of his former life is then largely expunged, but by means of drugs and
hypnosis!
After this begins what Clark calls the transition period, the setting up of the task that
makes up the bulk of the typical Socialist Realist novel. Bulgakov, however, condenses
this process into a single chapter, "The Schism of Ivan."28 That Ivan is in the process of
forging a new identity is clear from the last question of his "interior dialogue": "In that
case, what will I become?" (Tak kto zhe ia takoi vykhozhu v etom sluchae?)
At this point in Ivan's journey towards consciousness, enter the Master. It should be
noted that the teacher-disciple relationship is clearly marked in the Socialist Realist novel
and is accompanied by a fair amount of iconography. In Clark's words,
The main formula here is that the elder should be shown to be old and about to "pass on"
while the initiate is young and maturing. Thus, regardless of the actual age of the elder
he will be described as being tired, gray, wasted, stooped. If the author does not see fit
to represent him as aging, he may achieve a similar effect by rendering his elder
seriously ill or badly injured (he has given his health to the cause or risked his life for
it.)29
The state of the Master's health is emphasized in the novel to the extent that it needs no
further elaboration here. In enumerating the topoi of Stalinist literature, Vera Dunham
also stresses the ill health of the devoted party leader and concludes that the preferred
organ is the heart, i.e., the good-natured party boss suffers from a bad heart.30 In a
rather brutal bit of parody, Bulgakov has the organ in question be the brain, and the
mark of the elect is brain-related disease: Ivan's schizophrenia, Pilate's hemicrania, or
the pain in the left temple shared by all the truth-seekers in the novel, including
Margarita.
The climax of the hero's quest for consciousness, according to Clark, involves two
events: a form of martyrdom (either a real or a symbolic death) and an initiation scene in
which the mentor passes on the reins to the disciple.
The novel culminates in a scene marking the moment of passage itself, the rite of
incorporation. The elder presides and confers his own status as tribal elder on the
initiate. Very commonly the elder will give the initiate some advice or "instruction." Since
this is a rite of incorporation, the elder also often hands the initiate some object or token
that symbolizes belonging to the "tribe," i.e., a banner, a badge, or a party card.31
The martyrdom in The Master and Margarita is the Master's death, and the initiation is
his final visit to the insane asylum, during which he passes on the reins to Ivan (the
writing of the sequel) and takes his leave, concluding with the words "Farewell, my

disciple" (Proshchai, uchenik.) The token is the kiss Ivan receives from Margarita.
At this point the analogy with the typical Socialist Realist novel breaks down. For one
thing, in his quest for consciousness, the positive Soviet hero moves from isolation to
social integration and collective rather than individual identity. Ivan, on the other hand,
journeys backwards. He begins as a happy, unthinking member of MASSOLIT, secure in
his collective identity, and ends as an isolated individual. Furthermore, what Clark calls
the master plan of the Socialist Realist novel is modelled almost exclusively on the
production novel, which, as Clark says, is "by far the most common and the most highly
ritualized of Stalinist novels."32 The production novel is structured around a task, and the
stages involved in fulfilling this task. What constitutes Ivan's task? The fact that Ivan
moves in spatial terms from the ideological center of Soviet life to the periphery and in
temporal terms backwards, away from the utopian communist future, indicates the real
reason for the discrepancy between The Master and Margarita and the classical
Socialist Realist novel. The Master and Margarita may mimic in form the canons of the
dominant literary ideology of its day, but in essence it is a polemical response to the
vision of history found in Stalinist literature.
In Clark's interpretation, the Socialist Realist novel serves as a parable of the working out
of Marxism-Lenism in history. The phases of the positive hero's life recapitulate the
stages of historical progress toward communism.33 Historical progress is defined by the
dialectical struggle between spontaneity and consciousness which resolves itself in a
series of revolutions leading to ever higher orders of the struggle. By the time of Stalin,
certain moments in the struggle had become, in Clark's phrase, "a kind of canonized
Great Time,"34 and the way cleared for the glorious utopian communist future. Thus was
created the officially sanctioned History, history with a capital "H". Whether this history
had anything to do with reality is another matter. In fact, "there was an absolute cutoff
between actual historical reality"35 and the reality of the "High and Far-off Times."
The schism between official History and history led to the establishment of the dual sense
of time that characterizes the Socialist Realist novel. On the one hand there is profane
time, everyday reality; on the other, the Great Time or mythic time, signifying a
transcendant reality. In literature these two coexisting times gave rise to modal
schizophrenia--Clark's term for sudden, unmotivated transitions from the one to the
other. In life, it was quite another matter. In life there is no way to bridge the gap.
Because Marxist-Leninist history is eschatological in nature, one can only participate in
the Great Time if one has the good fortune to be born either at the beginning of History
(the Revolution) or at the end (the coming of communism). Clark describes the problem
this linear view of history presented to writers as the number of older father figures who
had actually fought in the Revolution or the Civil War, or had personally seen Lenin (and
thus participated in the Great Time), gradually dwindled away. One solution was the
addition of a secondary layer of topoi, generally involving the touching of a sacred shrine
or monument, thereby linking the positive hero to the Great Time.
We cannot be absolutely certain that Bulgakov consciously parodied the state-mandated
literature of his day, but the close structural affinity with the Socialist Realist novel, the
date of composition (as mentioned above, the Master was introduced in 1932, a year
significant both for literary and political reasons), and above all the opening debate
(which Milne has identified as a mockery of Marxist-Leninist dialectical materialism)--all
these suggest that he was consciously engaging in polemics and that the arena in which
he chose to throw down the gauntlet was history. Lazslo Tikos notes that Bulgakov was
"greatly skeptical of the historical optimism professed by Marxism, concerning man's
discovering history's laws and "taking the future into his own hand.""36 The model
Bulgakov counterposes to the Marxist-Leninist model of history closely resembles the
pre-Augustinian or primitive Christian model of history.
Like the Marxist-Leninist model, the primitive Christian model is eschatological in

orientation, proceeding from an initial event (Kairos--literally, "a point in time") toward
an ultimate goal, the Parousia, or Second Coming. A narrow interpretation of this linear
model presented certain problems for early Christians, as the time of Christ and the
Apostles receded, whereas the time of the "final event" was not yet fixed, leaving them
"holding their breaths" for an indeterminate amount of time.
Robert Wilken defines a trend, beginning with the evangelist Luke at the end of the first
century and continued by Hegesippus, which identifies the Age of the Apostles as a
"golden time," an "eternal moment" to which Christians could refer in cases of doctrinal
or ritual dispute.37 This bears more than a shadowy resemblance to the above-mentioned
topoi--the touching of a sacred shrine in order to make contact with the Great Time.
However, the primitive Christian model differs from the Marxist-Leninist model in some
crucial areas. First of all, there is the value of the decisive event in each case. The
Revolution that ushered in a new stage of history must be viewed as a complete break
with the past. It can be seen as the culmination of centuries of class struggle, but by its
very existence it negates the past. For the Marxist-Leninist, the past is at worst a dark
period of oppression of the working classes by the propertied classes. At best it is useless
baggage, to be "thrown overboard from the steamship of modernity." The "Christ event"
likewise ushered in a new age, but far from being a break with the past, it was its
fulfillment. Christ not only fulfilled Old Testament history, he participated in it from the
beginning ("He was in the beginning with God; all things were made through him." [John
1:2]).38 Thus, God, the "author" of history, did not stand outside history but wrote
himself into the text at the outset. Since he also wrote the conclusion, the primitive
Christian could travel comfortably backwards and forwards in time, perceiving history as
one unbroken, redemptive line.39 The Marxist-Leninist, by contrast, can only travel
forward in time, since a return to a previous relationship between exploiting and
exploited classes would be unthinkable. The primitive Christian model also has the
benefit of closure, since the "new heaven and new earth" promised are a recasting of the
original creation.
Another of the fundamental differences between the two models is the placing of the
decisive event at the center of history. This is graphically illustrated by the enumeration
of time. The years preceding and following the Revolution form a progression (1825,
1861, 1905, 1917, 1921, 1933, 1941), which means that the Revolution ultimately
recedes into the remote past. It is revealing that Bulgakov, with his acute sense of
apocalyptic timing, hinted at the re-ordering of time in the opening sentence of The
White Guard: "Great and terrible was the Year of Our Lord 1918, of the Revolution the
second. (emphasis added)." The advent of Christ, on the other hand, remains firmly in
the center at the year 1, with time stretching out on either side.40 The placing of Christ at
the center of history still obtains in modern "quasi-existential" theology. Tillich, for
example, speaks of the advent of Christ as "the center of history--if history is seen in its
self-transcending character."41
Finally, in the primitive Christian model of history the cutoff between the Great Time and
profane time is not as absolute as in the Marxist-Leninist model. By virtue of the
doctrines of election and representation, and of resurrection, the individual has the
possibility of intimate participation in both present and future stages of redemptive
history.42 In other words, the primitive Christian participates equally in profane history
(history with a small h) and sacred, redemptive History (History with a capital H).
Bulgakov's model of history resembles the primitive Christian model in many respects,
for example, his placing the "Christ event" at the center of the text, and especially his
emphasis on the figure of Pilate as a point intersection of profane and sacred histories.43
As Oscar Cullmann notes, the evangelists continually stress certain key events precisely
because they are the points at which history and History merge: the reign of the Emperor
Tiberius, the ascension of Herod, the census called by Caesar Augustus, and above all the

decision of Pontius Pilate.
Pilate, particularly as presented in the Gospel of John (ch. 19:11), is completely and in
an outstanding way the involuntary instrument of the Christ event, which he brings to its
very climax, to the decision on the cross. Thus, the mention of Pontius Pilate in the
Apostle's Creed not only corresponds to a definite historical situation of the Church, but
also has a theological significance, inasmuch as it shows by way of example how the
course of even the so-called secular events stands in relation to redemptive history.44
Bulgakov similarly portrays Pilate as an instrument of History and makes an obvious
allusion to the Apostle's Creed when Ieshua tells Pilate, "Now we shall be together
forever. Where one is, there shall the other be! When they remember me--they will
remember you also!"45
Bulgakov's model also resembles the primitive Christian model in its sense of closure,
both in the limited sense (before the Master has finished writing he already knows what
the novel's last words will be) and in the larger sense--the sense that the outcome of
history has already been assured because the conclusion has already been written, or in
Woland's much-quoted words, "Everything will be as it should be. On this the world is
founded."
Finally, Bulgakov's model resembles the primitive Christian model in the principal
characters' intimate (not to say perplexing) participation in both profane history and
sacred, redemptive History. This is illustrated by the shuttling of the narrative back and
forth along the time line from the present to the "center" and back, which, as indicated
above, is characteristic of the primitive Christian model, and by the characters' response
to their encounters with History. Bulgakov underscores these encounters with the use of
the word "history" (istoriia), in all of its many valences. After the first few repetitions, the
word becomes a kind of flag, indicating that an encounter with History is taking place or
is about to. For example, when Margarita, the most conscious of the three positive
characters,46 agrees to Azazello's scheme she exclaims, "Well, so what, I understand
perfectly that I am being bribed and dragged into some shady little history (v kakuiu-to
temnuiu istoriiu) for which I will pay dearly."47 Inasmuch as Margarita, like Pilate, is the
bearer of history (he is an official of the Roman Empire, she is the great-great-greatgranddaughter of Marguerite de Valois), her encounter with Woland and Company
represents the intersection of history and History.
The word history (istoriia) reappears in Margarita's final (finest!) moment, as she sees
the suffering Pilate and remarks, "Twelve thousand moons for one moon long ago. Isn't
that too much?" To which Woland replies, "A repeat of the little history with Frieda?"
("Povtoriaetsia istoriia s Fridoi?"),48 thus reminding her of another moment when History
and history intersected.
Ivan's encounters with History have special significance, because, unlike the Master and
Margarita, he is left at the novel's end "stranded" at the intersection of History and
history. To borrow a figure from the previous analogy with the Socialist Realist novel, the
"task" set before Ivan is to record History and in so doing to gain control of the text. At
the beginning of the novel he is clearly not in control, as demonstrated in his first
encounter with History. He had been commissioned to write a satirical poem denigrating
the figure of Christ, but, as the narrator tells us, due to his descriptive powers, his
complete ignorance of the subject, or both, his Christ emerged as a living man. In short,
the Word has a life of its own. In rejecting Ivan's first effort at writing History, his editor
Berlioz, possibly the worst kind of unthinking positivist the Soviet system can produce,
combats History (capital H) with history (small h). He invokes the historians Philo of
Alexandria and Josephus Flavius, neither of whom mentions Christ, and claims that the
passages on Christ in the Annals of Tacitus are much later interpolations. At this point
poet and editor are joined by Woland, and the conflict between History and history comes

to the fore. In their haphazard attempt to identify Woland, Berlioz and Bezdomnyi settle
on--a historian.
"A--ah--ah. You--are a historian?" Berlioz said with great relief and respect. "I am--a
historian," affirmed the scholar, and added completely out of the blue, "This evening at
Patriarchs' Ponds there will be an interesting little history."
(budet interesnaia istoriia)49
Note the triple entendre in the word history: profane history (Berlioz's life is about to
end), sacred, redemptive History (Berlioz is speaking to one who participated in Christ's
story), and "istoriia" in the sense of an interesting, perhaps somewhat scandalous,
incident. What is happening is that profane history and sacred History are about to
intersect, but Berlioz fails to grasp this fact.
"There's your explanation for you!" thought Berlioz in confusion. "An insane German has
arrived or somehow landed at Patriarchs' Ponds. There's a little history."
(Vot tak istoriia)50
Ivan, on the other hand, does grasp what is happening, albeit tenuously. At the insane
asylum he remains overwhelmed by the immediate presence of sacred History (Woland
has assured him that he was present at the moment when Pilate bartered for Christ's life
with the high priest Caiaphas). At the same time he finds that the staff at the psychiatric
clinic is not the least interested in it. Whereas they are quite willing to hear his account of
the death of his editor Berlioz (history), they dismiss his account of Satan and Pontius
Pilate (History) as a hallucination. Left alone, Ivan tries to perform a seemingly trivial
task. He tries to write history, the history of the previous day's events, and finds it no
more trivial than did Tolstoi when he tried to write the history of yesterday. Needless to
say, he fails. He tries various genres directed at various audiences, but he cannot fit the
new wine into the old wineskins. The only thing that emerges is History--the first of the
Pilate chapters. In despair he gives up, and the wind blows the pages he has written on
the floor, where they lie scattered like Sybil's leaves--out of order, meaningless.
Meanwhile, Ivan, who has been diagnosed as schizophrenic, is developing a new
personality. As the new Ivan emerges, the old Ivan is laid to rest. In yet another New
Testament parody, two women and one man assist at the deposition from the cross, that
is, three technicians write the history of Ivan's body. At this point he meets the Master,
formerly a historian engaged in research at a museum, now a nameless invalid in the
asylum--a man without a history. From the Master Ivan learns the truth about his first
encounter with Satan, and that the Master had written a novel about Pontius Pilate. Their
master-disciple relationship is cemented as they realize they are both prisoners as a
result of their encounter with History. "Do you see," says the Master, "what a strange
little history (kakaia strannaia istoriia). I'm incarcerated here for the same thing as you
are--precisely because of Pontius Pilate."51 He then relates to Ivan not his personal
history (his life and background) but only those events connected with his encounter with
History (the writing of the novel), prefacing his remarks with a disclaimer: "My history is
somewhat unusual." ("Istoriia moia ne sovsem obyknovennaia.")52
In part II of the novel, the Master has his confrontation with Woland, his second
encounter with History. The fact that this scene takes place outside of history is
emphasized by the suspension of time (midnight in this scene lasts somewhere between
three and six hours) and of dates (Begemot refuses to put a date on a document he is
preparing, noting that "with a date on it a document becomes unreal"). In discussing the
Master's future, Woland alludes to the writing of History: "So, the man who wrote the
history (istoriia) of Pontius Pilate will go back to his basement flat with the intention of
establishing himself there next to his table lamp and starving?"53 He then suggests that

the Master turn from History to history. Instead of writing about Pilate he could write
about the fools and philistines he has encountered since he first tried to publish his
novel. ("If you have exhausted [the theme of the] Procurator, well, at the very least
begin to describe this Aloysius.") The Master refuses, and we as readers learn that each
writes his own text, his own history. As the Master tells Woland, "You were right when
you said that once there is no document, the person does not exist. This is precisely why
I do not exist--I have no document."54 The Master's document was his novel, which he
had burned in despair. We also learn that the text exists simultaneously in both histories,
and while it can be destroyed in one, in the other it is indestructible. "History will judge
us," ("Istoriia rassudit nas") says Begemot, and in the end History prevails over history.
Korov'ev throws the history of the Master's body--his medical history (istoriia bolezni)-into the fire, but he rescues the Master's novel from the flames. Armed with the newly
resurrected word, the Master passes from history into History, leaving Ivan his final
instructions regarding Pontius Pilate: "You write the sequel about him." Thus armed, Ivan
can now follow in his Master's footsteps, and as the novel ends, history repeats itself, as
Ivan, now professor of history at the Institute of History and Philosophy, is cared for by
his devoted wife. He is now in control of the text and ready to write.
The excursus into the uses of history in The Master and Margarita provides a
convenient framework for solving some of the novel's critical problems, for example, the
double death of the Master and Margarita, which has struck more than one critic as an
oversight on Bulgakov's part. Both the Master and Margarita of necessity die twice, once
on the literal level and once on the symbolic--once in history, once in History. The fact
that at their second death they are participating in History is underscored by their
drinking of the cup of communion offered them by the angel Azâzêl, who greets them
with the words of the Mass, "Peace be with you." (This, of course, does not prevent
Bulgakov from indulging his penchant for parody: Azâzêl is a fallen angel, and they drink
not in memory of Christ but to the health of Woland.)
The interplay of history and History also casts Ivan's final fate in a more positive light.
Ivan's continued existence should not be construed as a rejection of the Master and his
teachings. He has, after all, given up a position of prominence with considerable material
advantages to become a comparatively obscure professor of history.55 Ideologically
speaking, he has moved from a position at the center of his culture (insofar as MASSOLIT
can be included among those state-controlled organs that both disseminate and control
ideology) to a position nearer the periphery. Even critics whose assessment of Ivan is
negative agree that Ivan's new status of being "cured" should be read ironically,56 and
the injection his wife gives him to enable him to carry on is no more sinister than the
medicine given to the Master by Woland with Margarita's encouragement.
Certainly the Ivan of the epilogue is more conscious than the Ivan of the first chapter,
and as indicated above, his journey towards consciousness is the mirror image of the
journey of the positive Soviet hero. Instead of achieving success and social integration,
he retreats into isolation. His journey is actually a model of Christian conversion. Having
lost his identity (his clothes, his name, and above all his MASSOLIT membership card) as
a result of his dunk in the river, he encounters the "Christ event," after which he retreats
from his former world and becomes one of the elect patiently awaiting a future stage of
History, which he knows will come ("So that's how it ended?" "That's how it ended, my
disciple").57 Thus, his "baptism," for all its parodic elements, is quite real, inasmuch as he
loses one self to gain another. In this he also follows his master, who lost his name in
order to become the "Master." It is significant that at his "initiation" Ivan receives not a
badge or document but a kiss, the symbolic mark of membership in the early Christian
church. (Recall Paul's injunction that you "greet one another with a holy kiss.") As one of
the elect, he also participates in the yearly renewal of the central event, that is, he
participates in History. As Bethea puts it,

Homeless, the faithful disciple, must undergo his own spiritual death each Easter season
in order to be released, if only for an oneiric instant, into that state beyond history where
the Master and Margarita now reside.58
Ivan's position at the end of the novel can best be understood in the context of the
debate on history. The spatio-temporal model of history, which Clark calls characteristic
of the Socialist Realist novel, is a rising spiral.59 Bulgakov's spatio-temporal model, as
Bethea has ably demonstrated, is the circle--the vicious circle of unregenerative history
symbolized by the hippodrome, that "absurdly finite model for Pilate's view of history."60
Bethea posits death as the opening through which the Master and Margarita escape the
cycle of unregenerative history, "at least inasmuch as death, the ultimate mystery, can
be understood as a joyful opening into a state beyond history."61 The circle is a singularly
appropriate model for Pilate's pre-Christian, Graeco-Roman vision of history. It is also a
pre-Christian Slavic symbol of death. Thus, the Master's and Margarita's escape from the
circle by dying is a literal enactment of the Orthodox Church's celebration of Christ
"conquering death with death." Superimposing the primitive Christian model, with its
axes of history and History, on this circular model we can visualize one other way, aside
from death, to escape what Bethea calls "the race around the track of history's
Hippodrome," and that is to drop out of the race, to retreat to the center of the circle.
This is, in effect, Ivan's solution. Each year at Easter he retraces his own Via Dolorosa,
ultimately arriving at the "central event," the crucifixion and resurrection.62
Another way of viewing Ivan's final position is that he retreats from history to become
the chronicler of History. This raises the perennial question of his role as a writer. Does
Ivan fulfill his task? Does he succeed in writing History? Does he write the sequel as
instructed by the Master? Since Ellendea Proffer, the first and foremost Bulgakov critic in
America, persuasively argued that the lost novel written by the Master is The Master
and Margarita, readers have generally assumed this was the case. Unfortunately, under
close scrutiny this hypothesis does not hold up.
Whereas Bulgakov performs some amazing sleight of hand with the laws of the physical
world as we know it, the laws that govern his fictive universe are quite rigorous with
regard to time and space. The narrator never misses an opportunity to point out the
inner consistency of this universe, as, for example, the opening of Chapter Eight: "At
exactly the same time as Stepa lost consciousness in Yalta, that is, around eleven-thirty
a.m., Ivan Nikolaevich Bezdomnyi regained it. " The account of the final incident at the
Griboedov ends in similar fashion: "A few seconds later, along the asphalt path leading
up to the wrought iron railing of the boulevard whence had come on Wednesday evening
Ivanushka, the first herald of misfortune, understood by no one, now ran the writers
Sofia Pavlovna, Petrakova, and Petrakov, not having finished their dinner." The laws of
this fictive universe create some serious problems with the Master's authorship of the
novel. With the exception of the four core chapters, the "inner text," all events take place
after Ivan meets Woland at Patriarchs' Ponds; the Master could not know of any of them
until his first meeting with Ivan.63 This gives the Master three days before his death in
which to write some three-hundred ninety-eight pages. He would also be faced with the
unlikely task of describing his own death and Ivan's reaction to it, as well as the events
that transpire in the "outer text" after his death. Furthermore, at no time does he claim
authorship of even the "inner text." The closest he comes to acknowledging authorship is
to exclaim, after hearing Ivan's account, "Oh, how I guessed it! Oh, how I guessed it
all!", indicating that the two versions agree. The only excerpt of the entire novel of which
he can unquestionably be the author is the two-chapter section beginning "The darkness
that came from the Dead Sea " and ending "the fifth Procurator of the Jews, Pontius
Pilate" (not quite a precise rendering of the famous final words).
The case for Ivan's authorship, on the other hand, is fairly strong. As Hart, who supports
the thesis of Ivan's authorship, points out, Ivan alone has the initial conversation with

Woland and Berlioz.64 This fact is stressed repeatedly in the narrative.65 Ivan is also the
only person to meet the Master, and the only person who knows of the existence of the
original, unsuccessful, unpublished anti-religious poema. He is quite capable of depicting
his own reaction to the Master's death, as well as subsequent events, which he could
easily learn of after being discharged from the clinic.66 In fact, a thumbnail sketch of the
narrator coincides with a description of Ivan: a present-day Muscovite, an intimate of the
literary world who knows both the members of MASSOLIT and the layout of the
Griboedov, a friend of Berlioz's who is well acquainted with the interior of his apartment,
and a rehabilitated Soviet citizen who is also well acquainted with the interior of the
psychiatric clinic. Thus it is entirely likely that Ivan takes the advice that Woland gave the
Master, that is, he becomes a writer of history (" if you have exhausted [the theme of
the] Procurator, well, at the very least begin to describe this Aloysius.")
Ivan is also involved in the writing of History. The first of the Pilate chapters, received in
a dream state from Woland, is addressed specifically to him ("Yes, it was about ten
o'clock in the morning, worthy Ivan Nikolaevich"). Moreover, we know the exact moment
of its transcription:
Having tormented himself with these two Berliozes, Ivan crossed out everything and
decided to begin with something very striking in order to quickly attract the reader's
attention, and he wrote down how the cat boarded the trolley, then returned to the
episode with the severed head. The head and the Consultant's prediction turned his
thoughts towards Pontius Pilate, and for greater persuasiveness Ivan decided to retell the
story of the Procurator in full, from the moment when he, in his white cloak with a bloody
lining, came out onto the colonnade of Herod's Palace.67
The second of the four Pilate chapters is also his, along with the final vision in the
epilogue, both created under identical conditions (drug-induced dream), at identical
times (just before dawn). The fact that they are created as a result of a drug-induced
dream does not make them any less authentic than Coleridge's "Kubla Kahn." Moreover,
Ivan's schizophrenia agrees with the schizophrenic character of the narrative. In his
waking state, he is the ironic, self-conscious narrator of the Moscow chapters. In his
dream state, he is the narrator of the Pilate chapters. Only the above-mentioned excerpt,
the two chapters unquestionably written by the Master, pose a problem for Ivan's
authorship. If this excerpt indeed belongs to the Master's lost novel, how would Ivan
come into possession of it? After all, both the original and the magically resurrected copy
of the Master's novel disappear into flames. The answer is contained in some information
about the history of the Master's novel.68
"I remember, I remember that damned insert in the journal," mumbled the guest,
describing in the air with two fingers of his hand the page of the journal, and Ivan
guessed from the subsequent jumbled sentences that some other editor had published a
large excerpt from the novel of the one who called himself the "Master." In his words, not
more than two days passed when in another journal appeared an article by the critic
Ariman entitled "An enemy under the editor's wing," in which it was said that Ivan's
guest, taking advantage of the editor's carelessness and ignorance, had made an attempt
to drag into print an apology for Jesus Christ. "I remember, I remember!" cried Ivan,
"But I forget your last name!"69
Since a large excerpt of the Master's novel was published, and Ivan even remembers the
critical response to it in the literary journals, it is entirely plausible that a little research
by Professor Ponyrev turns up the one surviving fragment of the Master's novel, which he
then incorporates into his own.
Seeing both the "inner" and the "outer" texts as Ivan's work clears up the mystery of the
final words, which in the 1973 Soviet edition occur at the end of the last chapter, but not
at the end of the epilogue, which is the end of the novel. Ivan, who knew what the final

words were to be, uses them to conclude the Master's story. His own story he closes with
a variation of them. Seeing Ivan as the sole author, with the exception of the excerpt,
also lends greater consistency to the "nested" narrative in the case of motifs such as the
words "Oh gods, gods of mine," which is uttered not only by Pilate, but by the Master,
the narrator, and Ivan. With the exception of Pilate's exclamation in Chapter 26, three of
these four statements derive from a single source. Finally, seeing Ivan as the chronicler
of both history and History provides motivation for certain rhetorical figures in the
narrative; for example, "The writer of these truthful lines" resembles the figures used by
medieval Russian chroniclers.70
The self-conscious narrator's "guarantees of authenticity" also resemble those found in
the Gospel according to John: "He who saw it has borne witness--his testimony is true,
and he knows that he tells the truth--that you may also believe" (John 19:35); "This is
the disciple who is bearing witness to these things, and who has written these things;
and we know that his testimony is true" (John 21:24). The relationship of the Gospels,
either as sources or influence, to Bulgakov's "Gospel according to Woland" has
engendered a great deal of critical commentary and will doubtless continue to do so.71
Pruitt has drawn some convincing parallels between Bulgakov's gospel and the Johannine
Gospel based largely on elements that do not appear in the Synoptic Gospels. These
include the famous "What is truth?" debate between Pilate and Jesus72 and details such
as the refusal of the priests of the Sanhedrin to enter the palace on the eve of the
holiday. (In the novel Caiaphas refuses to enter Herod's palace for fear of defiling himself
on the eve of the Passover.)73 To these we could add the above-mentioned "guarantees
of authenticity," which are unique to the Johannine Gospel. The first of these, John
19:35, is particularly significant, as it follows the description of the piercing of Jesus'
side, witnessed by John, the son of Zebedee, and it is the piercing of Hestas' heart that
torments Ivan in his yearly nightmare: "He dreams of the unnatural noseless
executioner, who, having jumped up and uttered a loud noise, pierced the heart of
Hestas, who was bound to the cross and whose mind was wandering, with his spear."
But perhaps more important than any affinities of content is the affinity of intent that
exists between Bulgakov's gospel and the fourth gospel. Recent scholarship has
"rescued" the Johannine Gospel from the disrepute in which it long languished as the last
of the Gospels in date of composition and the least reliable as a historical source.
Archaeological discoveries that reveal Palestine as it stood before its destruction in 70
A.D. not only place the Gospel much closer in time to the Synoptic Gospels, but also
reveal the Evangelist as absolutely accurate in his descriptions of locations in and around
Jerusalem and perhaps more accurate than the other evangelists in his timing of
events.74 Moreover, the emphasis on historicity is the Evangelist's main intent. As
Sanders indicates, the text is both a gospel of faith and a historical document, or it is
neither.
It is vital to the author's theology that the events he describes really happened. The
idealist may say, as Hegel did, that the important thing is the idea of the incarnation, the
idea (for Hegel) of the ultimate identity of the human and the divine spirit, for which a
historical incarnation is irrelevant. But John will not have this. In the intention of the
author, the Gospel is at once a theological treatise and a historical document, and it has
value only if it is reliable as a historical document.75
Presenting the gospel of faith as a historical document is also Bulgakov's intent, as
demonstrated by his phenomenally accurate description of the city of Jerusalem. This
intent is stated outright at the beginning of the "Gospel according to Woland": "Keep in
mind that Jesus existed. And no points of view are necessary," answered the strange
professor. "He simply existed, and that's all there is to it."76
Even more striking is the affinity of composition. Current biblical scholarship posits at
least two stages in the composition of the Johannine Gospel: a preliminary body of

material attributed to one of the original disciples of Christ and an eyewitness of the
crucifixion, and a first version written by a member of the disciple's following who
transcribed material given to him orally.77 Certain sections of the narrative that appear
less refined are considered to be closer to the original apostle's account. Ivan likewise
transcribes material given to him orally, and, if we accept chapters 25-26 as belonging to
the Master's lost novel, he too embeds the original apostle's account in his gospel.
Thus, to the images associated with the figure of Ivan, we can add one final image--John
the Evangelist, himself a "historian" and of all the evangelists the one most preoccupied
with the placing of Christ in History. Whereas Ivan's first attempt at writing History
failed, his second attempt succeeded in portraying a Christ who is, "well, completely
alive." Like the Evangelist, Ivan takes great pains to locate the central event precisely in
time and space: "in the early morning, on the fourteenth day of the spring month of
Nissan, in the covered colonnade between the two wings of the Palace of Herod the
Great," he begins. And the rest is History.
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